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Abstract

Progress on the East Binger Unit (EBU) project has slowed as difficulties have been encountered with obtaining satisfactory production from well EBU 37G-3H, the new horizontal well. Remedial operations have been conducted and stimulation operations were about to get under way at the end of the reporting period.

International Reservoir Technologies, Inc. has made additional progress on the pilot area simulation model, reaching a point with the history match that we are awaiting more definitive production data from the horizontal well.

Planning future development of the EBU hinges on evaluating the results of well EBU 37G-3H. Performance of this well must be understood in order to evaluate development scenarios involving horizontal wells and compare them with development scenarios involving vertical wells.
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Introduction

Planning future development of the East Binger (Marchand) Unit hinges on evaluating the results of well EBU 37G-3H, the first horizontal well drilled in the unit. Performance of this well must be understood in order to evaluate development scenarios involving horizontal wells and compare them with development scenarios involving vertical wells.

EBU 37G-3H was drilled in the second quarter of 2001. Many difficulties were encountered during the drilling, as discussed in a previous report. Most importantly, these difficulties led to a change in the planned method of drilling the horizontal portion of the hole, from underbalanced with a nitrogen-foamed drilling fluid to overbalanced with a weighted oil base mud. This appears to have caused significant damage to the formation and additional difficulties in obtaining satisfactory production from the horizontal well.

Executive Summary

Progress on the East Binger Unit project has slowed as difficulties have been encountered with obtaining satisfactory production from well EBU 37-3H, the new horizontal well. Remedial operations have been conducted and stimulation operations were about to get under way at the end of the reporting period.

International Reservoir Technologies, Inc. has made additional progress on the pilot area simulation model, reaching a point with the history match that they are awaiting more definitive production data from the horizontal well.

Results and Discussion

The following is a detailed review of the work conducted in this reporting period.

Task 1.1.2 – Reservoir Data Collection

Calibration of Horizontal Productivity

One of the major items planned within this task is the calibration of horizontal performance in the reservoir simulation model to actual field performance. Horizontal well EBU 37G-3H was drilled during the second quarter of 2001. Most of the work in the third quarter has focused on the completion of this well.
Drilling operations on EBU 37G-3H were completed in mid-July, with a liner run through the curved portion of the well. The liner was cemented in place using an external casing packer (ECP) at the liner shoe, with approximately 1300’ of 6-1/8” horizontal open hole left exposed. After disappointing flow results, it was determined that the ECP had failed, allowing cement to escape about 250’ past the liner shoe into the open hole. This was drilled out and the horizontal section was washed with gelled diesel, recovering significant amounts of cement, mud, and mud solids. The well subsequently flowed 5-10 bopd and 400 mcfd. A gas sample was analyzed and found to contain 78% nitrogen.

Interpretation of a pressure build-up run in early September indicates the well is damaged. Figure 1 shows the data and interpreted results of this test – average horizontal permeability to oil of 0.01 md, skin of 8.8, and average reservoir pressure of 4300 psi.

After various stimulation options were investigated, a series of intervals were perforated in an attempt to get beyond any very near wellbore damage. The options investigated were as follows:

1. Perforate open hole with casing guns.
2. Perforate open hole with through-tubing guns.
3. Create notches in the rock with coil tubing and a special nozzle, then pump a hydraulic fracture treatment. The notches would serve as frac initiation points.
4. Run a liner, perforate, and frac.

Options (1) and (4) would have required under-reaming the hole to remove the remaining cement in the horizontal section, adding cost and risk. Option (3) committed to a frac without testing whether or not perforating could get beyond the damage. Option (2) was chosen to test that concept and because it is thought that the perforated intervals will also create weak points for frac initiation, similar to the notching of option (3).

Production improved only slightly following the perforating, to 10-15 bopd and 560 – 630 mcfd. At the time of this report, plans were being finalized to frac the well.

Task 1.1.5 – Build Pilot Area Model

The history-matching phase of the pilot area model reached a point of awaiting results of the horizontal well. A couple of global changes were made to the reservoir description, as well as some local modifications around various wells. The global changes were as follows:

1. Vertical permeability was reduced by a factor of 50 \[k_v(\text{new}) = k_v(\text{old})^{*}0.02\], consistent with observations made and discussed in report 1512IR02.

2. Horizontal permeability was reduced by a factor of 2 \[k_h(\text{new}) = k_h(\text{old})^{*}0.5\], in an attempt to better match field pressures. As discussed in report 1512IR03, the average reservoir pressure in the model appears to be fairly close to the average field pressure, but
the pressure gradient between injectors and producers is much steeper in the field than predicted by the model. This change improved this gradient in some areas, but in others additional work needs to be done. This will be investigated as more results from the horizontal well are achieved.

Some additional simulation work was done in an effort to better understand field observations with the new horizontal well, EBU 37G-3H. The placement of the open hole completion was calculated and is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen in this figure that the model predicts the area containing the heel of the well (the end closer to 37G-1) to be somewhat gas-swept. As discussed in previous reports, this well was originally planned as an injection well. Due to the difficulties and cost of drilling the well, it was decided to attempt to first complete the well as a producer.

Figure 3 shows the cell-by-cell predicted production for the well. High gas-oil-ratio (GOR) production is predicted from the heel area, consistent with the higher gas saturations shown in this area in Figure 2.

Other observations can be made of the model predictions shown in Figure 3. First, the model’s predicted reservoir pressure is too low – about 3800 psi versus the 4300 psi measured. Second, the model predicts much higher oil and gas rates from the well than what has been seen to date, providing further support to the interpretation that the well is significantly damaged.

**Conclusion**

Progress on the East Binger Unit project has been slowed by difficulties in understanding and overcoming problems with EBU 37G-3H, the new horizontal well. Interpretation of a pressure build-up test indicates the well is damaged. Stimulation operations are planned.

Work on the pilot area simulation model has reached a point with the history match that it is awaiting more definitive production data from the horizontal well. Further work on evaluating different development alternatives will follow after results of stimulation work on EBU 37G-3H have been understood and properly incorporated into the simulation model.
Figure 1. Data and interpreted results of a pressure build-up test conducted on EBU 37G-3H.
Figure 2. Cross-section showing the location of horizontal well EBU 37G-3H within the pilot model. Color indicates oil saturation within each model cell.
Figure 3. Cell by cell rate and pressure predictions for EBU 37G-3H. The cells are listed in order from the heel to the toe of the open hole section. Cell I=14, J=22, Layer = 7 is at the heel. Cell I=11, J=28, Layer =7 is at the toe.